Add a banner image to your special section or conference pages

Complexity Level: Advanced
The is an advanced topic. You will need to possess a good understanding of HTML, and have significant experience with Drupal content editing.

Overview
This page is part of a series of how-to's on creating a special section for your site, such as one used for a conference, program, or other reason. The first steps detailed how to create a section to hold your pages. These next steps cover creating an optional custom block with an image and telling where to show up. It's an intermediate to advanced topic for our content editors. Note, you may need your permissions upgraded to create the block needed to make this happen.
If you need additional help on inserting images, or other aspects of your site, please see our Drupal 8 Support page.
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Steps
In our example from creating a special section for your site, we imagined we are creating a special section for an upcoming conference. You have the option to add a banner to appear over all these conference pages. To make this happen, we're going to create a custom block. It's helpful if you have already updated the url paths of your pages.

Step 1 - Create a custom block to hold your custom image or banner
In the admin tool bar under Manage, to Structure >> Block Layout.
Now you are on the Block layout page. You can do a lot of damage here, so be careful.

Each bold area represents a section on your site's pages.

Look for the section called "Upper Content."

This is where we want to place our banner.

Select "Place block."

A prompt will come up with a list of existing blocks.

We don't want any of these. We want to create our own block.

Click the blue "Add custom block" button.

Now you’ll get an option to add a custom block.
Go with “Basic.”

You’ll notice that the screen for creating a basic custom block looks a lot like the editing screen for creating a basic page, or other type of content.

The text editor toolbar is the same. We can add text, links, images, etc.

We can put anything here. But I think the best thing to do is to add an image that will look like a banner above all the conference pages on my site.

From the text editor toolbar, look for the image icon. Click it.

If you need extra help with adding images, see our Adding Images to Content documentation.

Select “Choose file.”
You’ll get a prompt to browse files on your computer.

Browse for the image you want to be your header. I’ve made one ahead of time to insert for this example.

Select “Choose.”

![Image Browse]

The website will automatically reduce the image side if it is too wide.

Be sure to include alt text for any text in your image.

![Image Edit]

The image was resized to fit within the maximum allowed dimensions of 860x860 pixels. The new dimensions of the resized image are 860x387 pixels.

Alternative text *

Big Conference 2021, Athens, Georgia

Short description of the image used by screen readers and displayed when the image is not loaded. This is important for accessibility.

Align

- None
- Left
- Center
- Right

Caption

Save

Hit save.

Now my image header can be seen.
Step 2 - Tell the custom header image block where to show up

So now we get a message that our block has been created, but we still have to tell it where to show up.

Again, for this next part to work, you will have needed to gone through each of your pages and updated the url paths.

Look under the "Pages" side tab.

By getting the url of the conference landing page, I'm going to tell this block to show up on that specific page.
In another tab, I've opened my conference landing page so I can get the url.

In the url menu bar, I'm going to copy everything after the .edu. In our example that would be /big-conference-2021.

(I'm using a demo site, which says site15.centos.local, instead of name.franklin.uga.edu)

Now go back to your block creation page in the other tab.

Paste that url in the "pages" section.

This will make the block show up my Big Conference 2021 landing page.

But I'm going to add something else to this.

I'm going to add /big-conference-2021/*. This means it will also show up on any page with /big-conference-2021 as part of its url.

Again, for this next part to work, you will have needed to gone through each of your pages and updated the url paths.
Before we save, there's one more thing we have to do.

We need to specify the region (again). It is "Upper Content."

Now save the block.

And when we view our Big Conference 2021 landing page, we see the custom block with the image we added.

Great!

And if you added /big-conference-2021 to all your page urls like I showed you how to do in creating a special section your site, the header block will appear on those pages too, automatically.

The block appears on this page too!
Repeat this process for *all pages* you want to have the banner block.

Next... **Create a menu block with a custom title**